
 

Class What’s your favourite place in your 
classroom? 

Is there anything in your classroom that you 
look at lots whilst working at your table? 

Are the handwriting, times tables, spellings and 
reading word count displays helpful? 

LB Carpet as we can play. Seat where I do my 
work as I like to do work 

Whiteboard. English wall with big paper when 
we’re not finished.  

NA - didn’t ask 

LF Reading area - have a rest and read. 
Colouring at my table as it’s relaxing and 
fun.  

Tricky words display (whiteboard) - if you get 
confused you can use this during your writing. 

LBP Reading box and cushion and Science display,  Maths area with different things to use. The 
whiteboard. Sometimes things to help like a 
connectives sheet at our tables.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes - helpful to refer to to see what we need 
to do next and which one we’re on at the 
moment. / Word count update to see if we’re 
doing well. And they’re in every class when we 
move up. 

LM Reading corner as I like the cushions and 
reading. 

Silent Teacher display where our teacher puts 
things to help us. 

MD Chill out zone as it calms us down, can 
colour and relax. Book corner as I like 
reading. Can go in both if we’ve done good 
work, upset or don’t feel well.  

Topic Wall - Rainforest to see homework for 
this week and for writing as there are words 
we can use.  

MG Book corner as it’s comfy. Maths display  

MC Book corner - cushions are comfy and we 
get to read. Relaxing time out. 

Whiteboard with the key skills and thinking skills.  
Maths board. 

MW Reading area because it’s comfy and there 
are books to read and learn about stuff. 

Big sheets on the washing line and things from 
twinkle to give us ideas. Rainforest area as big 
pictures and writing.  

UHa Reading area as it’s cosy - we use it once a 
wk first thing in the morning (rota), and the 
carpet area as I can hear better.  

Posters to help with our learning and the Help 
Zones. 

UH Reading area as it’s comfortable and there 
are pillows. Mr Hutton chooses people who 
can use it (lollipops).  

Maths display and the board for writing  

UW Reading area as we can read books and it’s Learning wall (english writing prompts) 



a quiet area. And we have fun and talk to 
our friends. 

 
 
Favourite Authors 
 
David Walliams, Roald Dahl, Daisy Meadows (Rainbow Magic), Jacqueline Wilson, Michael Morpurgo, Liz Pichon (Tom Gate), Francesca Simon (Horrid Henry) 
Jeff Kinney (Diary of a Wimpy Kid), JK Rowling and Roger Hargreaves (Mr Men) 
 
Design for ‘skills court’ activities KS2 (New Year 5 Sports Leaders to run.. starting 2nd half of summer term) 
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Tennis  Badminton Football Skills Practice Sports Day Practice Mixed Skills 

Nets, rackets and tennis balls Nets, rackets and 
shuttlecocks 

Footballs, cones for dribbling 
exercises etc 

Egg and Spoon, sacks, 
hurdles 

Throwing and catching 
accurately: bean bags, 
buckets, hoops, balls and 
foam javelin sticks  
Balancing: hoppers  

 
Learning Outside the Classroom - Favourite Experience (this year and in the past) 
 

  This Year  Past Memories 

KS1        Rosie, LBa 
                Maya, LBP  
               Jacob, LBP 
                Anais, LM 
                Dylan, LM 
                Alex, LF 
                George, LF 

Hopping and sounding things out, minibeast picnic 
Forest Schools - roasting marshmallows 
Hadley Hills sliding down the hill on planks 
Zoo, reading in a different class going in the hall, swimming 
Hadley Hills, swimming,  Zoo 
Science experiment -added food dye and water 
Minibeast picnic and hunt then wrote about it in Literacy 

 
 
 
Beach 
Beach 
Sports Day - the break part 

LKS2      Laura,  MG 
                Archie, MG 
               Jasmine, MD 

School Trip, Beach Trip pyramids 
Rainforests at Zoo, Egypt at beach  
Finding out what was natural or manmade  

Animals in the museum, swimming 
Museum 
 



               Finley, MD 
               Thomas, MC  
                Amelia, MC 
               Bradley, MW 
               Nicole, MW 

Finding out what was natural or manmade  
Acting out a story on Hadley Hills, Coordinate grid outside, Zoo 
Acting out a story on Hadley Hills, Coordinate grid outside, Zoo 
Coordinate grid outside, Zoo easter egg hunt, coin trail 
Coordinate grid outside, Zoo easter egg hunt, coin trail 

The volcano experiment  
Sports Day 
 
Sports Day, Training outside - running mile 
Wildlife area  

UKS2      Mollie, UHa 
                Charlie UHa 
                Maddy, UH 
                Abbi, UW 
                Josh, UW 

Hadley Hills, Knots  
Hadley Hills 
Maths in the hall, school trip to the beach 
Chalking on the playground, Easter Egg Hunt 
Easter egg hunt, sports day, school trips 

Zoo 
Swimming and Beach 
 
Sports Day 
Wildlife area 

 
 


